Adult

The Chain

Good Girl, Bad Girl

by Adrian McKinty

by Michael Robotham

F McKinty
A parent receives a panicked phone
call from a stranger who reveals
that both of their children have
been kidnapped by someone who
demands that they abduct another
child to prevent the murders of
their own.

F Robotham
A dangerous young woman with a
unique ability to detect lies sues for
her emancipation from a secure
children's home, while the
psychologist on her case finds
herself in a battle of wits for survival.

Please See Us
by Caitlin Mullen

Thrillers

Lock Every Door
by Riley Sager

F Mullen
Two young women become unlikely
friends during one fateful summer
in Atlantic City as mysterious
disappearances hit dangerously
close to home.

F Sager
Taking an apartment-sitting job in a
Manhattan apartment building
housing the rich and famous, a
young woman is drawn to a fellow
apartment sitter who reveals that
the building hides a dark history.

A Small Town

Man of the Year

by Thomas Perry

by Caroline Louise Walker

F Perry
Two years after a prison break
unleashes hundreds of violent
convicts on a local community, a
police officer goes undercover to
track down and eliminate 12
dangerous conspirators.

F Walker
Offering shelter to a former college
roommate, a doctor who has just
been named Sag Harbor's Man of
the Year reveals a dark inner nature
when he develops paranoid
suspicions about his wife's fidelity.

Old Bones

The Turn of the Key

by Douglas J Preston

by Ruth Ware

F Preston
A series debut finds young curator
Nora Kelly and historian Guy Porter
teaming up for an excavation in
Sierra Nevada that exposes complex
realities about the Donner Party.

F Ware
When a high-paying nanny job at a
luxurious Scottish Highlands home
culminates in her imprisonment
for a child’s murder, a young
woman struggles to untangle what
really happened.
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Secret Service

You Are Not Alone

The Other Mrs.

by Tom Bradby

by Greer Hendricks

by Mary Kubica

F Bradby
A headline-inspired thriller that
follows a senior MI6 agent’s race to
unmask a Russian mole in the U.K.
government while proving the
innocence of her team in a young
woman’s murder.

F Hendricks
A lonely misfit with a dead-end
job quietly envies a circle of
popular sisters who hide dangerous
vengeful truths beneath a
veneer of friendship, glamour
and accomplishments.

F Kubica
Unnerved by her husband’s
inheritance of a decrepit coastal
property and the presence of a
disturbed relative, community
newcomer Sadie uncovers
harrowing facts about her family’s
possible role in a neighbor’s murder.

The Prized Girl

The Family Upstairs

by Amy K. Green

by Lisa Jewell

F Green
A tale of suspense told from the
perspectives of two half-sisters
follows the murder of a teen
pageant queen in a small New
England community and her halfsister’s attempts to investigate a
harrowing trail of suspects.

F Jewell
Discovering the identity of her birth
parents and her inheritance of a
valuable mansion, 25-year-old Libby
makes horrifying discoveries about
the massacre and disappearances of
her biological family.

Scrublands
by Chris Hammer
F Hammer
The rural town of Riversend's dark
secrets come to light after a young
priest kills five parishioners before
being taken down himself.

Deep State
by Chris Hauty
F Hauty
When a controversial populist
candidate is elected president
over an increasingly partisan
America, the assassination of the
White House chief of staff reveals a
far-ranging conspiracy that
implicates insiders at the most
hidden levels of government.

The Better Liar
by Tanen Jones
F Jones
Desperate to safeguard a muchneeded inheritance that is
dependent on the legacy of a longestranged runaway sibling, Leslie
orchestrates a reckless bargain with
an imposter who hides her own
dangerous secrets.

If She Wakes

Someone We Know
by Shari Lapeña
F Lapeña
In a quiet suburb in upstate
New York, a teenager has been
sneaking into houses—and into the
owners’ computers—and causing a
stir by learning and sharing the
residents secrets.

Stop At Nothing
by Michael Ledwidge
F Ledwidge
Stealing a fortune in cash and
diamonds from a Gulfstream jet that
has crashed in the Bahamas, an
expat diving instructor uses elite
skills from his secret former life to
outmaneuver the conspirators
behind the crash.

by Michael Koryta

Just Watch Me

F Koryta
An insurance investigator
finds herself on the run from a
mysterious young hit man while
examining the case of a young
college student who has been
rendered a locked-in syndrome
patient by a suspicious accident.

F Lindsay
Targeting a crown jewel collection
that is protected by airtight security,
a Robin Hood-type master thief
finds his efforts complicated by an
equally skilled nemesis cop and an
expert forger with dubious loyalties.

by Jeffry P. Lindsay

